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Overview

Shibnobi is not just a project, it’s
also a way of life, a community,
Shibnobi is actually leading the
charge.
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Disclamer
Information contained in this white paper is
subject to completion or amendment. This
white paper shall not constitute an offer to
sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy
tokens nor shall there be any sale of such
tokens in any jurisdiction in which such
offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful.
This white paper supersedes in its entirety
any other prior marketing materials or other
communications.
Certain information set forth in this
white paper contains “Forward-looking
information”, including “future oriented
financial
information”
and
“financial
outlook”, under applicable securities laws
(collectively referred to herein as forwardlooking statements). Except for statements of
historical fact, information contained herein
constitutes forward-looking statements
and includes, but is not limited to, the: (I)
projected financial performance of the token;
(ii) completion of, and the use of proceeds
from the potential sale of securities; (I) the
expected development of the organisation,
projects and joint ventures; (iv) execution
of the founder’s vision and growth strategy;
(v) completion of the organisation’s projects
that are currently underway, in development
or otherwise under consideration; and (vi)
future liquidity, working capital, and capital
requirements.

Forward-looking statements are provided to
allow potential token holders the opportunity
to understand core team’s beliefs and
opinions in respect of the future so that
they may use such beliefs and opinions as
one factor in evaluating the project. These
statements are not guarantees of future
performance and undue reliance should not
be placed on them. Such forward-looking
statements necessarily involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties, which
may cause actual performance and financial
results in future periods to differ materially
from any projections of future performance
or result expressed or implied by such
forward-looking
statements.
Although
forward-looking statements contained in this
white paper are based upon what core team
of the organisation believe are reasonable
assumptions, there can be no assurance
that forward-looking statements will prove
to be accurate, as actual results and future
events could differ materially from those
anticipated in such statements.
The individuals responsible for creating
the token and platform(s) undertake no
obligation to update forward-looking
statements if circumstances or core teams
estimates or opinions should change except
as required by applicable securities laws.
The reader is cautioned not to place undue
reliance on forward-looking statements.
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Shibnobi’s Vision
Shibnobi, Inc. is a Texas incorporated
company which was founded in order to
increase the safety of new and existing users
and participants within the cryptocurrency
and blockchain industry as it continues to
grow and reach record levels of adoption
every year. Shibnobi, both through its actions
as a blockchain company and through the
utility that it will offer aims to dramatically
improve this through the creation of realworld accountability of projects and their
owners with whom Shibnobi will partner
with by exercising KYC / KYB (“know your
customer” / “know your business”) practises
and
minimum
acceptable
operating
standards, including measures that will
effectively remove anonymity, by which
listed ecosystem participants must abide.

In order to create the demand generation
and influence that Shibnobi envisions, it
first plans to focus on the creation of core
components of decentralised finance,
namely a swap utility (DojoSwap); a multifactor authentication EVM (“Ethereum Virtual
Machine”) compatible wallet (Shibnobi
Wallet) and finally a secured proof of stake
EVM blockchain (Shibnobi Blockchain)
which will be explained further in this
document. Once these core components
are put in place and the incentivization of
the Shibnobi ecosystem increases through
its utility, Shibnobi will then launch its
metaverse (DojoVerse) which will further
gamify the ecosystem and lead to additional
partnerships and value to its ecosystem
participants.

Shibnobi strongly believes that by creating
strong utility within its ecosystem for its end
users in particular, it will drive sentiment
and user adoption that would incentivize
projects to join the Shibnobi ecosystem.
This virtuous cycle will then create additional
accountability and drive informative decision
making which will result in a safer and
stronger community, where fraudsters and
scammers will not be able to operate.

Shibnobi believes strongly in its vision and
has been leading from the front since its
inception through near-daily community
video
conferences
and
transparent
communication on all topics, and will
continue to do so until its mission is achieved.
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Shibnobi SHINJA as a
Cryptocurrency
Shibnobi has created an open source cryptocurrency token, SHINJA,
which is a general purpose cryptocurrency for use in everyday digital
platform services within the Shibnobi ecosystem such as enablement
of premium features and functions within its ecosystem tooling, and will
also be the base unit of all economic transactions within the Shibnobi
ecosystem, including its subsystems and eventual metaverse.
In character, SHINJA is a pure cryptocurrency of a fixed supply which is
non-inflationary and fractionally divisible. As with all cryptocurrencies,
units of SHINJA are fungible and transferable and they will be expected
to trade on cryptocurrency centralised and decentralised exchanges.
SHINJA is not to be considered as an investment of any kind, and Shibnobi
provides no guarantee or promise of current or future value.
The existing Shibnobi SHINJA token has been created on the Ethereum
ERC20 protocol which apart from its mature development environment
which is geared towards the creation of trustless smart contracts which
are required for the Shibnobi platform to operate, it further enables access
to the largest EVM wallet user base which will eventually be incentivized
to bridge their token into the native Shibnobi Blockchain coin with very
little complexity.
`
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Creation of the Ecosystem
Community Engagement
Today, Shibnobi can engage with a community of over 200,000 individual accounts across
its social media channels on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Telegram, Discord and Reddit
with over 20 international communities across the world.
Shibnobi strongly believes in community engagement and transparency and dedicates
significant effort to consistently grow this pillar of our ecosystem.
By creating a strong ecosystem based on trust, transparency and fairness, we expect that
our growing community will exert this influence into other projects which in time aids in the
achievement of the core mission.

Ventures
Shibnobi engages with various firms and companies to further increase the utility of its
token. As a showcase of this utility, we will describe our interaction with a premium partner
with which we are currently engaged.
“Shibnobi Gaming”, a result of one of these ventures, is an example where Shibnobi has
brought in the expertise of a team which has a wealth of experience in the creation of skillsbased wagering platforms. Shibnobi believes that adding new verticals such as this will
further improve and add value to our community within the ecosystem.
This new platform, “Shibnobi Gaming”, is an esports skills based wagering platform, plans
to utilise SHINJA as the economic unit within its platform. “Shibnobi Gaming” provides
an automated friendly wagering platform that enables gaming opponents to place wagers
on the winner of a particular game or round, such as League of Legends which will use
SHINJA as the primary wager unit. In addition to the provision of its utility token, Shibnobi
will participate in the partnership through marketing activities and advisory services which
will allow for ‘Shibnobi Gaming’ to continue its focus on the creation of an excellent product,
whilst increasing the popularity of the SHINJA utility token through their platform.
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Creation of the Ecosystem(cont)
The Ecosystem
As described above, Shibnobi will be creating an ecosystem within which many utilities
will be created. These platforms, mentioned below, will effectively form a part of a greater
platform where the interoperability between these tools will enhance the overall security
of our user base and enhanced usability over time which will allow for inexperienced
cryptocurrency and blockchain enthusiasts to have a safer and more enjoyable experience
into this exciting industry.

Shibnobi DojoSwap
DojoSwap is the first product from Shibnobi that is expected to be completed within Q1
2022. Dojoswap has been created to address the lack of user-friendly tools across EVMcompatible networks in the DeFi ecosystem. DojoSwap will be built on a decentralised
AMM (“Automated Market Maker”) system leveraging liquidity pools powered by users to
enable seamless cryptocurrency trades across multiple chains.
This swap DEX (“decentralised exchange”) will be released in phases and will have continuous
improvement over time. The initial release will be a straightforward swap platform which
will allow for trades on Ethereum, BSC and Polygon. This initial release will form the base
of the DEX platform, after which additional functionality and features will be created that
will benefit users. These features will follow a freemium model, where in order to access
advanced features or quality of life upgrades, the user will need to hold the SHINJA utility
token within their wallet.
Additional features that will be released include the following:

Charting and graphs
Free tiers will allow for limited concurrent tabs, favourites, additional banner adverts or call
to actions.
Quality of life upgrades will be unlocked in accordance with a tiered holding model, which
will reduce restrictions and increase limits, etc.
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Creation of the Ecosystem(cont)
Shibnobi DojoSwap(cont)
On-chain analytics
Free tier will allow for basic transaction information which is readily available through direct
interaction with blockchain.
Premium tiers will allow for increased data analytics that will provide proprietary information
from data services offered by Shibnobi, including features such as personal and third party
wallet tracking, whale tracking, influencer data, etc.

Standard / advanced trading
Free tier will allow for standard DEX trading.
Premium will allow for advanced features, such as buy and sell orders, limit and stop loss
trading, etc.

Staking
Staking will incorporate tiered limits for participation which will require that a certain amount
of SHINJA is either directly staked or held in the users wallet in order to access staking
of higher value. This is a quality of life improvement as the staking party would be able to
move tokens and stake from multiple wallets.

As the ecosystem evolves Shibnobi will continually create additional
premium features and products which will further increase the use of
the SHINJA token within the ecosystem. Further, DojoSwap will be the
primary swap platform for the Shibnobi blockchain.
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Creation of the Ecosystem(cont)
Shibnobi Wallet
The Shibnobi wallet has a pending delivery timeline of the end of Q2 2022 and will be a
EVM-compatible wallet which will include multi-factor authentication via their mobile phone
which will assist in the security of users’ cryptocurrencies.
Shibnobi plans to add features within the wallet in the same freemium model above based
on staked or wallet-bound tokens which include utilities such as:
•
•

•

Cryptocurrency portfolio tracking which will enable users to track their
entire cryptocurrency holdings.
Token intelligence, which will include token static analysis, honeypot
analysis and more, to enable more informative decisions to be taken in
real time by the user.
Influencer and hype intelligence, which will demonstrate whether or not the
token being investigated is being overly (or underly) advertised according
to social media data.

A wallet is one of the core foundations of the blockchain space, and Shibnobi believes that
a great amount of value can be created for users within this area, and will invest resources
here to ensure it captures and provides this value accordingly.
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Creation of the Ecosystem(cont)
Shibnobi Blockchain
Blockchain technology is built on the basis of immutability and cryptographic security
of transactions, and although it does this incredibly well, it has not solved the issue of
fraudsters and scamsters leveraging these blockchain networks for nefarious purposes.
The Shibnobi blockchain, which is expected to be launched by the end of Q3 2022, aims
to solve this problem through the additional due diligence of all token creators as well
as through advanced security enhancements that will aid in the detection and prevention
of fraudulent tokens. Further, the Shibnobi Blockchain will increase transaction speeds
whilst reducing gas fees - something which is currently a major barrier to mass market DEX
adoption within the Ethereum network.
Shibnobi coin in this case is the transactional unit that facilitates all Shibnobi blockchain
transactions, and would be required for all interactions which require computation by
network participants. As an analogy, if Shibnobi Blockchain were a car, then Shibnobi coin
would be the fuel for the car.
Shibnobi Blockchain will require validators in order to provide block consensus, and
therefore Shibnobi is looking into the possibility of providing third-party staked validator
nodes which will be provided with incentives for forming a part of the validator network
of the blockchain protocol. This will provide additional utility to both the SHINJA token
and coin as the staked (locked) SHINJA would provide a direct service to the blockchain
network by providing network resilience through the decentralisation of block validation.
Shibnobi is currently working closely with senior engineers, including from reputable
companies such as Certik, in order to ensure the security and success of this project.
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Creation of the Ecosystem(cont)
Shibnobi Dojoverse and NFTs
The Shibnobi Dojoverse, a project spanning into 2023, is a metaverse within which the
Shibnobi community will be able to access as holders of the underlying SHINJA token and
will operate with the inclusion of a variety of NFTs (“non-fungible token”), which provide
ownership and utility within the metaverse that has been created.
The feudal Japan themed Shibnobi metaverse is expected to be expanded into a full virtual
reality experience, allowing access to its ecosystem tooling in fun and gamified ways. As
an example, Shibnobi will be allowing for staking solutions, and these will be accessible
and visualised virtually within its metaverse as a “paddy field”. Shibnobi Gaming will be
accessible via a wager house where friends can meet virtually together to watch the games
together, and far more.
Dojoverse will further incorporate smart NFTs to create a world where possession of these
various NFTs will allow for engagement and benefits within the virtual world. Currently there
are four NFT categories expected:
•
•
•
•

Genesis NFTs representing leaders (Shogun / Jonin / Shinobi etc.)
Character NFTs (Warriors, Creators, Commercial and subclasses)
Ownable NFTs (Virtual housing, armour, animals, tools, etc.)
Attribute NFTs (Regionality, cosmetic effects etc.)

Dojoverse will provide interconnection of these NFTs to their owners to create a selfgoverned virtual world where SHINJA is the economic unit within the Dojoverse in order for
the virtual world to operate.
As a worked example, Shibnobi will allow for a leader to create factions within which they
will be able to recruit additional Dojoverse participants to join via a “dowry”. The leader
would be able to claim settlements which will need to be defended from other leader
classes, which will provide access to certain facilities with benefits for the holders, such
as additional army health, attack or defence for war, or an additional percentage yield on
a rare, staked “paddy field”, or by receiving a virtual prize for providing access to certain
facilities they currently control.
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Creation of the Ecosystem(cont)
Shibnobi Dojoverse and NFTs(cont)
In terms of how the above example would work:
•
•

•

The leader is a limited edition, rare genesis NFT.
The Dojoverse participants will own a character NFT and can follow a
leader by staking SHINJA to their cause as the dowry, becoming subjects
of the leader.
A leader can purchase certain premium virtual settlements with SHINJA.
These settlements will contain benefits, such as stat-boosts or increasing
staking yield, etc. which the leader will either bestow to their subjects or
open to the wider Dojoverse for a price (paid or earned in SHINJA within
the virtual metaverse). These settlements can be attacked, and also
require maintenance over time or they will decay. These events require
SHINJA to perform repairs and maintenance in order to retain control of
the settlement.

Shibnobi believes that the gamification of platform utilities and the creation digital economies
utilising publicly traceable cryptocurrency tokens to will become more common over time
as the creation of true decentralised metaverses are becoming more possible, justifying the
exploration into this new and exciting vertical within the industry.
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In Conclusion
Shibnobi Inc, and its founders, Cliff and Luke, believe strongly in its vision, and that the
network effect of its community will drive a real change in the industry through its approach
mentioned within this whitepaper.
Shibnobi is proud to be working alongside such an incredible community in order to make a
better cryptocurrency space and will continue to lead with transparency and accountability,
providing information and updates to its community every step of the way whilst developing
this new ecosystem with a global network focused on the betterment of the space.
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